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China’s economy banking on logistics  
Two recent major acquisitions involving chinese companies have further reinforced how critical the logistics network is.

alibaba’s founder Jack Ma predicted that china will handle one billion packages daily by 2025, highlighting the importance of logistics 
network to china’s economy. This explains why china Vanke and its partners are so keen on acquiring warehouse operator global 
logistic properties (glp) for us$11.6bn.> pg 2

Cold chain logistics market 
heats up > pg 4

Malaysia calls for manufacturing to 
adopt innovation > pg 6



China’s economy banking 
on logistics  

Two recent major acquisitions involving chinese companies have further reinforced how critical the logistics network is.

alibaba’s founder Jack Ma predicted that china will handle one billion packages daily by 2025, highlighting the importance of logistics 
network to china’s economy. This explains why china Vanke and its partners are so keen on acquiring warehouse operator global 
logistic properties (glp) for us$11.6bn.

in another transaction, cosco shipping holdings, china’s biggest shipping company, agreed to acquire smaller rival orient overseas 
(international) ltd. for us$6.3bn.



source: go-globe.com



Cold chain logistics market 
heats up  

The rise of pharmaceutical and food industries 
across asia pacific has thrown a spotlight on cold 
chain logistics, which is the process of storing and 
transporting perishables in specific temperatures. 
with this sector requiring specialised machinery 
and operational procedures, regional air hubs, 
such as singapore and hong Kong, are clamouring 
to meet its complex and specific set of needs to 
stay on top.

with its affluent but ageing population continuing 
to drive healthcare spending, asia pacific will 
remain integral to the commercial growth 
prospects of multinational pharmaceutical firms. 

The region is projected to see medicine sales rise 
by five per cent in 2017, from us$305bn in 2016 
to us$321bn, as countries, like indonesia and 
the philippines, prepare to follow suit on china’s 
implementation of universal healthcare.



source: piktochart



Malaysia calls for 
manufacturing to adopt 

innovation 
Malaysian industries have been urged to adopt the Fourth industrial revolution or industry 4.0 to build their own ecosystem to attract 
foreign investment into the country.

Malaysian investment Development authority (MiDa) deputy chief executive officer (cEo) Datuk phang ah Tong said the investment 
target for this year was rM55bn for the manufacturing sector, and rM75bn for the services sector, excluding real estate.



source: iDc asia/pacific Manufacturing insights 2014 survey 



Self-driving trucks to be a 
reality in Australia 

Viva Energy, the exclusive licensee of the shell brand in australia, says autonomous and platooning truck technology will become 
prevalent on australian roads in less than 20 years, while others in the industry question the readiness of the country’s infrastructure.

according to Viva Energy, south australia hosted the first driverless vehicle trial on an australian public road in november 2015.

Victoria’s 30-year infrastructure strategy includes testing of freight vehicle platooning, making the state a leader in preparing for the 
technology, Viva Energy says.

How Technology Will Disrupt Trucking



source: princeton consultants 



IBM Japan makes its blockchain move 
aeon Financial service (aeonFs) is working with iBM to develop a new payment network for consumers and enterprises in both 
Japan and the asia region, using advanced technologies like blockchain.

with the blockchain technology, the platform is expected to enable (aeonFs) to provide enhanced financial services such as settlement 
and transactions for both consumers and enterprises in Japan and throughout asia.

This will include virtual currency payments between individuals and businesses, loyalty points allocation and redemption, and 
transaction data management.

source: Deloitte university press 



COSCO Shipping to become third-biggest 
container line 

cosco shipping holdings co ltd saw its stock soar after bidding us$6.3bn for a hong Kong peer, a deal that would see it become 
the world’s third-biggest container shipper and underline china’s supply-chain ambitions.

The offer for orient overseas international ltd comes as china’s government pushes to raise the country’s profile in global shipping, 
which dovetails with its Belt and road initiative aimed at increasing china’s influence over distribution from asia to Europe.

Beijing merged two shippers last year to form cosco shipping which, after the latest deal, will rise from fourth to rank only behind 
Denmark’s Maersk line and switzerland’s Mediterranean shipping co.







source: MergerMarket



Amazon’s vision: delivery drone beehives 
in every city 

amazon still has to overcome serious challenges to make its drone delivery programme to work in reality. one specific challenge is 
getting drones near enough to large populations so they are more efficient than regular road delivery, and the solution is inspired by 
beehives.

in a patent application published, amazon described how “multi-level fulfilment centres for unmanned aerial vehicles” could help 
put drones where they are needed. The application notes that due to “their large footprint,” current warehouses are located “on the 
outskirts of cities where space is available.” But multi-story drone centres could be built vertically, rather than horizontally, allowing 
them to be placed within “downtown districts and/or other densely populated urban areas.” Making them high-rises would also let 
the drones fly in and out without getting dangerously close to pedestrians at street level.

amazon’s application includes sketches of a number of differently shaped buildings and interior views, showing how human 
employees would load-up the drones with packages.

source: amazon



Japan manufacturing lifted by exports 
to Southeast Asia 

rising export orders continue to support Japan’s manufacturing sector in June as sales to southeast asia helped drive overseas 
business growth.

The nikkei-Markit purchasing managers’ index dipped slightly to 52.4 in June from 53.1 in May, remaining above the 50-point 
level separating expansion from contraction. an increase in demand from southeast asia supported the fastest gain in new export 
business since February. 

Manufacturers upped their purchasing activity for an eighth consecutive month on new orders and higher production requirements, 
but delivery times for these purchases grew. supply chains were also stretched by an increase in global demand, particularly from 
china. companies maintained an optimistic outlook with 29 per cent of those surveyed reporting positive forecasts for the year 
ahead.



source: healy consultants 



Manufacturing needs to embrace 
transformation 

The world has seen three industrial revolutions, which have shaped the course of manufacturing and dynamics in the global economy.

The first industrial revolution was triggered by the creation of steam engines, which helped to mechanise production. The second 
saw the onset of electricity and the birth of the assembly line, while the third took place in our lifetimes where manufacturing 
employed electronics and information technology to automate processes.

Being on the cusp of a fourth industrial revolution, or industry 4.0, the world is witnessing the fusion of technologies that blurs the 
physical and digital worlds in manufacturing – where automation and robotics are giving manufacturing greater lift, and machine 
learning fuelled by big data is leading the success of this sector.



source: redspire



East Asia’s SMEs gearing up to challenges 
of new economy 

To continue to survive, sMEs everywhere will have to adapt and adjust by developing their niche role in the economy.

indeed, sMEs in more developed East asian economies have continued to take advantage of technological progress to grow and 
become the mainstay of the manufacturing sector. They have to be entrepreneurial and highly adaptable. in the meantime, many old 
large industries have declined or even become extinct like “industrial dinosaurs” because of their failure to adapt, or just due to their 
technological obsolescence.

in the early days of the industrial revolution, many sMEs had a hard time surviving because they were too backward or too small in 
size to take advantage of technological progress. Today, the tables have turned. Modern technological progress is more “neutral to 
scale”, in the sense that it can also benefit smaller firms, particularly those that are also entrepreneurial and innovation-driven. in fact, 
most start-ups today begin very small, and then grow big. such is the case for many high-tech types of modern sMEs.

source: asia-pacific Economic cooperation 



< Celebrating the industry >

SupplyChainWeek

18-22 September 2017
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an industry initiative of Supply Chain Asia

Open for Registration
Go to http://supplychainasia.org/sca-events/scw2017/ or email admin@scasia.org



Public nomination is now oPen
http://supplychainasia.org/sca-events/awards-2017/

16 November 2017 | Mandarin Orchard Hotel
Singapore

Annual Awards 
Gala Dinner

Supply Chain Asia 
Industry Night

2017

Supported by



Corporate endorsers 

Corporate Endorsers represent the epitome of support from organisations with strong belief and passion for the industry. They 
provide the base support for the existence and success of SCa.

3 levels of endorsements

Corporate Members

Shippers and third-party logistics companies (ie. providers in hardware and equipment, software, consulting, training, search firms, 
etc.) today are working more closely and collaboratively with one another to drive innovative and cost effective solutions. SCa 
provides a unique platform for all parties to come together to explore new ideas and opportunities. 

Individual Members

We welcome every individual who are keen to join us and be a part of the supply chain network.

Be OUR MeMBeR TODAY!
Please go to http://supplychainasia.org/membership/ or email admin@scasia.org

Platinum
endorsement

s$30,000
(aft GST S$32,100)

gold
endorsement

s$20,000
(aft GST S$21,400)

silver
endorsement

s$15,000
(aft GST S$16,050)

lsPs/vendors 

s$1,750
(aft GST S$1,872.50)

shiPPers

s$1,250
(aft GST S$S1,337.50)

smes

s$850
(aft GST S$909.50)

suPPly Chain Professionals 

s$175
(aft GST S$187.25)

suPPly Chain fellows 

s$275
(aft GST S$294.25)

students 

s$25
(aft GST S$26.75)

Supply Chain Asia 

Membership 2017



about us
Supply Chain Asia is a not-for-profit professional 

body dedicated to bringing supply chain and logistics 
professionals in Asia together. Our vision is to create 

platforms whereby members of the community can come 
together to network, share and learn from one another. 
Our focus is to enable the development of collaborative 
relationships and partnerships. Our mission is to make 

Supply Chain Asia your community of choice.

Vision
Connect. Communicate. Collaborate.

By empowering members with platforms to apply these 
three crucial Cs, Supply Chain Asia intends to be the 
Community of Choice for Logistics and Supply Chain 

Professionals living and working in Asia.

Join Us in oUr QUest to 
Raise the PRofile of the 

suPPly Chain & logistiCs indUstry 
Be a part of supply chain asia corporate Endorser programme (cEp) and support our work to raise the profile 

and professionalism of the supply chain and logistics industry. as a not-for-profit entity, sca relies on the goodwill 
of many organisations to build up a community that shares knowledge, improves networking and enhances the 

image and career development of professionals in the most dynamic industry. as a member of cEp, you can 
expect sca’s unequivocal support in various areas, such as advertisements in our widely read sca magazine, 
co-hosting of events as well as participation in various major events and activities. if you are keen to find out 

more about our cEp, you can reach out to us at admin@scasia.org. Together, we can make the industry an even 
more exciting and passion-driven sector in the region.

Corporate endorSer 

SCa

programme

contact Us

for more detailS

admin@SCaSia.org

Supply Chain Asia Community Ltd
8 Bulim Avenue #08-07 (INSPIRE Lobby) Supply Chain City Singapore 648166
T +65 8799 2357   www.supplychainasia.org
Co. Reg No (201216027H)   GST Reg No (201216027H)
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